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Inferius 

De Fermi Resolutio 

Quum a naturam e hominem elevatur res, sed si mendacio constat in intelligentia non fides, 

into naturalis vitae universalis, res inventa sciencia veritatis. Sic dictu quaestione de re, quae 

vita potius non existit in rerum natura et non solum ad universus aliquid. Dimetiri mandatum 

natura prodigium vitae quod universalis species quicquid Homo Sapiens Sapiens. Fictus in 

exercium ordinum species vitalis absolutus clarum rationis species ster universaliter quicquid 

possit in Terra. Nos experiri tentare eruptionis cum esse intelligentia into cosmicum ad id 

ipsum terra rerum imperitas Homo rationis fortuitum e universum orbis terrarum. Omnes 

hominum genus imitar solum dimitterem ab universum universa ad apparitionis ab apparitio 

novus quo observationis hae into caelo et in orbis terrarum. Multus species sunt genus novus 

hominum, aliquem rationis intelligentia causa qui spatio-tempus spiritus quid conjectam 

omnis genus omnium genesis qui coexistam in gens numerum species homines. Quod idem 

semper est causis hominum et causa vitalis omnem quod in Terra et universum res. Inferius 

veritas id quod est abs ignorantia hoc species, non legitimus imago de species universalis 

imitandi studium res hominum ad universum natura minime consectarus id unum universalis 

species sed Homo Sapiens Sapiens in universum temporibus nunc mensurae1. 

Aliquem novisimus explicanter Terrae quod nominum possit signus hominum hae signa hoc 

sapientiae nominam? Hoc Terra inter habilis sed corpus species exsolutionis creature 

enumeratio hominem. Deus rationem Homo non est hominum intelligentia nodum 

explicare. Sed solutio rationis hominum clarificant hominem interuptionis. De creationem 

creatio into totalis rationis creator indicium manifesto argumentationis inter confirmatio 

existentia. Creatur universaliter hominem species set terra ens inter filiationis hominum. 

Nova genus nobilitas sacramentum nodus non enodis factum plenia omnisciencia eorum 

plenium ingenium numenos. Totum esse in species totus res genus. Quo constitutus 

indubitatum Homo indefinito contingenter sed una quaelibet pars necessario creationem 

 
1 Since the man is raised up from the nature of things, is evident in the intelligence of a lie: but, if there is 
no faith, into the natural life of the universal, the matter is found to be the knowledge of the truth. Thus, 
to relate to the question concerning this matter, which comes into being in the nature of things, and not 
only to the life of all the men who would not be something. Whatever the nature of the portent of the 
appearance of the universal life, that it possible to measure the commandment of the Homo Sapiens 
Sapiens. Framed by the order of appearance vital to exercise absolute clear reason whatever form, can be 
universally borne on Earth. We try to test the eruption of intelligence into a cosmic force which was the 
inexperience of reason from the whole world. Only by letting all the people who imitate the appearance 
of an appearance of all these new observation into the sky and in the world. Many species are a new class 
of men, who, for any reason intelligence space-time spirit is cast on the kind of the genesis of a number of 
species that coexist with humans. And this, indeed, that the whole is always vital to the Earth and with the 
causes of the universe and the cause of the things of men. 
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omnia rerum dubitabilis universum. Multiplex facies aliquem aliquid praestare judicium 

galacticum omnia rerum planeta. Creationis procreationis mundi impersonatis terrarum 

nominum creatio sed generis Terra. Sicut aequo aequatione : Temporibus Intelligentia in 

Universum Tempus. Universaliter totum Species universalis inter universum2  

.(𝑩 {
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Temporibus Intelligentia in Universum Tempus 

 

Ad Primum Numerum 

Apologia in Deus Gratia, 

hoc sciencia possit rationis homo sol invictus reductionis quid rationem sic infinitam 

infinitum quod deos existentiam naturalis, sic erunt inter natura inceptionis quid spiritus 

aequo non consciencia nihil eorum res et quod est Deus in spiritus mundi gratiam deos 

nihilum id existentia. Unum cognitione intellectus quicquid esse determinatur quid non 

determinatio determinante conceptio. Quid non conceptionis quod est ratione enarrabilis 

conceptis erunt idea. Sicut omnino necesse localis materia infinitam maius quia continet 

rationem naturalem  : De Materia Paradoxon Universalis3 

 
2 Do you know any of the names Earth can explain to lay people the wisdom of these standards? The Earth 
is between the body and form the discharge handy list of human creation. There is a reason the human 
intelligence to explain the knot. But the solution of human glorify human interruption. Of the total 
creating creation into the information you create an open discussion amongst confirmation exists. Every 
human being is created in appearance but the filiation between men. The knot of the kind of the 
excellence of the sacrament of the New talent, do not have the fullness of the divinity of omniscience 
hence is without knots made more fully. The whole thing is to be in the species of the genus of the whole. 
Since this is established the creation of all things, not questioned that a man must necessarily be 
indefinite as a contingent of things, but one presents a difficulty for every part of the universe. Many 
times someone do something to cause all of the galactic planet. The creation of the world's impersonator 
under the name of procreation, but the creation of Earth. As equally equation: During the time of 
intelligence in the universe. Generally speaking, the whole of the species of universals, between the 
universe. 
  
3 Apologies in the Grace; 
One thing has not the knowledge of what is determined to be the determination of the determining 
influence whatever the conception of the understanding. Why then should not the idea of conception will 
be conceived in which the reason has to tell. Thus, it is essential to place much greater because it contains 
a natural material, the material of the Universal paradox. 
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𝑺(ℕ) ≔  𝒌 ≺ ∀𝒏, ¬𝑺(𝒌) 

∀𝑺(𝒏) ≺ 𝒌 ≺ 𝒏𝒊 ∣ ∃𝒌 ∈ ( ℤ𝒏
𝑪 ∋ (∀𝒏𝒊 ∈ ℕ∗)) 

∃𝑺(𝒏, 𝒏𝒊) ∣  ℤ𝒏
𝑪 ∋ (𝑺(𝟏 + 𝒏𝒊)(𝟏+𝒏𝒊)(𝟏+𝒏𝒊)…

∈ ∀𝑺(𝒏𝒏𝒊)) 

∃! 𝑺(𝒏; 𝒏𝒊) ∣ 𝑺(𝟏 + 𝒏𝒊)(𝟏+𝒏𝒊)(𝟏+𝒏𝒊)…

≾ 𝑺(ℕ∗) ≾ ∀𝒌 ≾ 𝑺(𝒏 + 𝒊)ℕ∗  

∃! 𝑺(ℕ∗) ∣ (𝑺(ℕ∗) ≾ 𝑺(ℕ)) ∈ 𝒌∄((∀𝒏𝒊 ≾ ℕ ≿ ∀𝒏)∃ ) 

𝑺(𝒌) ≔  𝒏𝒊 ≺ ∀𝒌, ¬𝑺(ℕ∗) 

Lemma: A puncto materiae omni loca spatium est. Necessario maiorem numeram 
infinitatem naturae materia locum habet loca logicum. Into spatio-tempus puncto ad 
infinitum loco. Igitur materia quae ratione infinitae loco altius quae natura esse 
numeri integri numeri infinitus quod puncto materiali materialis unum. 

(From the point of the matter is the space of all places. Of course, a greater length of 
the infinity of places, the nature of matter has no place has a logical substance. Into 
infinite space-time point to point. Which by reason of the nature of the material of 
which is, therefore, to be of the number of the integers is infinite, an infinity of which 
is higher than the point in place of the material of the material one.) 

Numerus infinitus absolutum amplius datur non potentia continui inverso causis 

conjectat realis aliqua potentia proxime minorem numerum primum numerus. 

Unique potentiale infinitare prima into excedit infinitum paro ipsum per quae 

combinatio omnium continui omni natura. Summa ipsa unum continui est in 

concursum totus totum ex quo primum dualis infinitus etiam concludi. Numero est 

planum in spatio temporis continui nascuntur lineae punctis continuum spatium 

vacuum. Spati sint numeri primi temporis spatio numeri numerum, sed continui 

temporis primi numeri numerum infinitum spatium tempus locit punctorum 

numerus. Et numerus ut primi spatio punctorum loci infinitum primi temporis in 

continui spationis4. 

 
4 The number of the infinite, the absolute potency of a continuum is given, not more than the next 
smallest prime number of the inverse number of the causes of which they conjecture, a particular power 
of the real. By means of which the potential of the very unique combination to infinitize the first of all the 
set of the continuum into human nature generally exceed an infinite. The sum from the time when the 
whole of the very first one of a continuum is a dual concept of the whole in the convergence of the 
infinite may also be concluded. This is evident in the number of continuous space; points produce a 
continuous space. Spaces are prime numbers, the larger the number, but the number is infinite space of 
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Numerus existentialis a natura rei existimatus est primu, sin est quia obiectum 

cognoscibile id quod est non scientia res obiecti, quod esse numera prima quia 

infinitare numeri ut obiectu. (The number of existential nature of thought is first, and 

if that is the object of knowledge which has no knowledge of the objects that are large 
prime numbers such as infinitize opposition.) 

I. Si λ fuerit numerus primus qui maxima ex set N et numerus primus. (If λ 

is a prime number that is set to N and the largest prime number.) 

II. Porro into infinitum, a numerus primus λ est, qui omnium primum et 

minus quam aequalis sic N* set. (On into infinity of prime numbers λ, which 

is equal to that original and less than N* set.) 

III. Et, γ si sit numerus primus, abs infinitum ab in infinitum proxima primus 

numerus ad terminum primum paro numerum in N dicit, ergo λ est certe 

non esse totalis into N* aequalis numeri N abs paro quo numerus primus. 

(And, if γ is a prime number from infinity to infinity of prime numbers near 

the end of the first set number N, then λ is certainly not the total number N 

into N* equal number from the first set.) 

IV. At si numerus sit primus quasi infinitum et inter set prima numeri γ et 

primus numerus est, tamquem excogitavimus infinite propinquus ad N set. 

(But if the number is like infinity and the first set and the first number is 

the number γ, as planned infinitely close to N set.) 

V. Et λ est per se aequales sint, aut majores potentiam unum continus N et 

infinitum, qui continere γ primum numerum ad terminus in infinito N set, 

id quod esse continebat into λ. (And, λ, of itself, should be equal to, or 

greater than the power of the continuous in one dimension to N and the 

infinite regression, which contain the γ for the first time the number of the 

N set to the end point in the infinite, that which is to be contained into λ.) 

VI. Autem, γ est numerus primus aut numeri, ante infinitare numerus, re ipsa 

non esse λ. (However, γ is a prime number or before infinitize number, 

would not be λ.) 

VII. Proinde, si sit numerus primus λ id quod est infinitus, quia non 

componitur, quia est continuum, sed ipsum facto sit primus numerus 

itaque posset N et sicut idem est infinitum et γ intervallum ad N ideoque 

sic existit λ quod velut aliqua et infinitum, itaque sit to numerus primus ∞. 

(Therefore, if there is a prime number λ, that which is infinite, for it is not 

made up, because of the continuity, but that he himself had to be done the 

first prime number, therefore, it could be N, and the same; as infinite, and 

the γ interval to N and that therefore it exists λ which is, as an element of 

self is infinite, therefore, to be a prime number ∞.) 

 
the first continuous time period the number of points. The number of points of infinite space as the first 
prime time in the space time continuum. 
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Certus foedera naturae animus quoniam constant natura in summa absolutis cessare 

summarum summa divinitus umquam. Ipso forma divinitus materiai copia figura sed 

incerto tempore spatio depellere paulum sit incertisque locis qualia rerum exordia 

certa aequilibritas5.  

« Prima moventur enim per se primordia rerum. » L.DRN II.133 

De punctum ad Spatium Temporibus 

Sicut quidem universum formae ad geometriam pertinere universum non intelligis 

cogitant nuncu mathematicorum materialiter id quod potest esse in multis; quod non 

concordat cum dimensiva trajectoriam reciprocam animum mensurum sic oculis. Id 

quod est oculum forma formalis patet per triangulum certum est. Secum naturans 

solum formalis excipit et accipit certum figura. Figura certum oculi accipit et excipit 

formalis quod solum imaginam naturans secum. Quo est pars necessario in comitem 

ut in figura trianguli lineam rectum super planum multiplicatum punctum. Ergo 

itaque numerus triangularis figura obiectum ex superficie plana. Quod necessario 

geometria explicite non res dimensivum secundum numerum tempori inter numerus 

temporibus trajectorium re mensura ligne formare. Punctum virtualis imago factium 

munitionibusque totus totalum dimensionis hic sit planu formae spatium triangulis 

puncto. Sin quidem monstrationis geometriam pertinere intelligis quare universum 

ergo cogitant figura computationem mathematicorum materialiter. Id quod esse 

multiplicatur quare transi geometria concordat Universus-Tempus tractionis 

dimensiva trajectoriam reciprocam animum calculet quartrenions et octonions 
quicquid Universus Temporibus Informare aequabilis junctionis6. 

 
5 Sure this has been done shall we forbear of those sums at the top of the league of nature the mind is the 
nature of the utmost since it is established by God at any time. The uncertainty in the time of the form of 
the space is given by Him to drive a little, but it is a union of matter, whether specified an abundance of 
places, such as the figure of the beginnings of things, a certain equal distribution of the powers of nature. 
6 Just as the universe, indeed, you understand, I am thinking here of the form of mathematical objects in a 
material to the geometry of the universe is not to belong to something that can exist in many things; 
dimensional trajectory to a reciprocal ratio of the measure of the mind that is not in agreement with that 
with the eyes. It is certain that the form of the eye, through the triangle of What belongs to the formal 
cause is clear. Who makes nature with Him, and receives, only a formal one comes at a certain figure. 
Who makes nature that it is only the image of an eye it takes a certain formal shape, with him, and he 
receives. Where there is necessarily a part of the count in the shape of a triangle straight line on the plane 
by a multiple point. Therefore, the number of the triangular shape of the object according to its surface is 
a plane. The need for the number of times of the geometry of the trajectory is explicitly not a 'thing-
dimensional reality, according to the measure of the number of the time among the online form. The 
whole point of the virtual image of the total lines of the triangular space of dimension here is a clear 
point. But if, indeed, the whole demonstration, therefore, they think of the shape of the geometry of the 
computation of mathematical objects belong materially, you understand why. That is why it is multiplied 
by the geometry agrees to cross the entire time-division-dimensional trajectory calculating mind at all 
times inform quarternions and octonions whatever uniform junctions. 
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Lemma-II: INFINITUM SPATIUM-LOGICUM UNUM RE EX-MACHINA NATURALIS. 

Unus de ratione spatii punctum a puncto quod in quantum possit, quid non ex aliqua 

mensura metiri potest objecto, sed solum in anima. Unus de ratione spatii punctum a 
puncto quod in quantum possit, id quod est non ex aliqua mensura metiri potest hoc 

objecto, sed solum iste loca infinitare mathematica esse; Spatium-Logicum est inter.  

(Logical point through an infinite space-NATURAL-appliance. For there is one point 

from a point which is of the nature of the space as much as possible, what is not done 

from any measure of number to an object, but only in the soul. (One of the nature of 

space on a point to point as much as possible, which is to be measured not by any 

objective measure, but the only places that are infinitize mathematics, logic is 
distance-between.)) 

« Et spatium dominabitur a mari usque ad mare, et a flumine usque ad terminos terrae.7 » 

Spatium-Logicum Definitio : In ratione spatii res logicum inter spationis inter unum 
res spatium ens, locum spatium-entis infinitum de unum, incipit logica inter-naturalis 
loco spationis; sed punctum a puncto quod in quantum re quantum posset solum in 
ratione spatii ex aliquum logicum spationis quod sit logicum loca logicum-spatii 
spatium logicum. 

(The ratio of the distance between the space time between the logical thing and one 
thing being the distance, the distance being infinity on-one, one-natural logic begins 
in space time; in so far as a point from a point which could be the matter, but only in 
as much as it is a logical places to the space, a logical-out of some of the space which 
is the space of a logical space time to a logical substance.) 

 
7 The distance rule from sea to sea, and from the river to the ends of the earth. 
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Non possumus habet temporis spatium-tempus definite, quod proprium est rationis 

sit euicit logicum res quod certum absconditus quod non certum spationis locium qui 
serpentis genus ex-machina matricia8.  

De paradoxal Inferius de sicut Mathematicus 

Qui audit umbra mortis silentio cogitu sed Deus res omnes qui Navigant suum summa 

ponit Codex Orbis Lux continui abs aeterna continuum per vivat sin ecce. Quod per 

accessum ad suum objectum repraesentationis causa cernitur, non est causalitas 

materiae et obiecti ad sua tractabilis et falsi nominis spationis medianum in sensibile 

non possunt tractare objective act prima figura ex objecto, aut ad formas 

Mathematicae compositionem in sensu ipso modus. Ideo et nos ex mathematica 

revelare forsit maxime difficile est conscientiae. Res omnia opia continui to omnium 

copiarum mathematicorum ad incipit sicut Russell's set9 :  

Deus Set ab Russell's Set Resolutionis; {𝐑 ∶  𝐱 ∉ 𝐱} 

⋂ ∀(𝑪𝒙𝒊
ℕ ∈ ℕ𝒙𝒊

𝑪 )

±∞∅
𝟎  ⟼(∅′ ∉(𝟎 ∋(𝟎′ ∉ ∅)))

¬(¬𝐱⋁{𝐑∶ 𝐱∉𝐱})

 

∀ [𝐱𝐢
−∞[… ]𝐱

𝐢𝐢
𝟎′

[… ]𝐱𝐢
∞] ≔ {(¬𝐱(𝐱)𝐢

∞⋁𝐑{∅}𝟎′
𝐢 ) ∋ (¬𝐑(𝐱)𝐢

∅′⋁(𝐱∅
𝐢 {𝐱}𝐢

∅)
∅′

∞𝐢

)}∃! 

Aut terminis convergentibus et aemulantium inter occasum illorum numeros infinitis 

ad nihilum. Et placuit sermo in numero solvendo plenus paro numerum continuum 

non continui. Nisi concurrerent paro prius naturaliter in infinitum finit, et 

arithmeticam constituunt binomium, et ipsa in set paro quae una divergentibus set 

per inter eas set vacua, et subsequent aliqua set per verum paris inter realem et 

imaginariam ad planus set non imaginarii quicquid per se atque bijective sic non sit 

set non obiectam ut nihilum resolutionis ad paro et infinitibus sed nihilum non nihil 

set. Si intersectio dimensiva ex nihilo nihil inter se et inanem paro inani et vacuo 

nullum est falsa negatio infinita recursivu irritanda se de potentia infinita rerum 

 
8 We can not determine the time, the space-time, which is characteristic of the dominion of secret men's 
conjecture around the bounds of reason, it is a logical thing is that it is certain that hidest thyself, that it is 
not a genus consists of a fixed-space time to the places which are of a serpent: the machine matricia. 
9 I think of all the things in the silence of the shadow of death, but God: He that heareth them that sail 
with their own lives by way of the highest but if he lays the Code of the disk light, behold, I have held it 
from the eternal. The fact that the cause of representation is seen to have access to its own object, there 
is no causality of matter and the space time to the middle of the object in the sensible is not falsely so 
called, according to their own, and they can be handled, is to treat the objective to the object is the shape 
of the first act, in the sense of him, or towards forms of mathematical composition of the method. 
Therefore, from mathematics to reveal the most difficult problem of consciousness. It all starts at the 
ward continuous to all sets of mathematical objects such as Russell's set; 
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limites quas omnes inter se universumque numero ponit generat vel imaginarium 

continuum sine ulla collectionis. Et congregatus est omnis numerus illorum 

complexus omnium copiarum determinationem simul esse codicem naturaliter simul 

et aliquod tempus infinitum secundum ordines combinat ut eget non nulla ut non sit 

ex nihilo aliquid de spatium logicum set. Et modus continet continuum utrumque quo 

simul et eodem tempore quando ad solum vacua (materia) et quam nullus continet 

vacuum (navitas) et vacuum est unius et absentia (chao) e spatium vacua formal 

inanis (de contentis in materia) et multi ergo ex codice ut continui demiurgic ex 
continuum abstracta Deus ipso falsum veritant10. 

Simplicita statim ab experientia determinatio est ad rem in duli calculari et praedictio 

de phaenomenis agitur exacti eiusdem numeri essentia quantum ad substantiam 

ipsius. Vitelus et omnium rerum esse principium, sicut homines in mundo, et ex 

conscientia coram se. Et extra determinetur (phaenomeni) ad rem certam, ut ipsa de 

se, ut immanentia conscientiam sui ipsius, et determinari ab experientia sensus est, 

pro certo asserere. Dominum etiam per experientiam, si quis usus est sensitivo, 

statim spiritus in mensura temporis mutatio est ex immediata unitatis transmarinas 

infiexibilem gubernationem efficere quale et quantum ut transeat ex modus 

intrinsecos spatium et tempus. In tempore experiense transvertit sensum sine modo 

phaenomeni occurrunt cum in natura unit quantum ut sui. Vel quantum naturaliter 

determinatus numerus mensuras tam mirabile experientia facta esse in actu spiritus. 

Exstensive recensendum intensive, et per obiecti unus. Venio nunc experientia 

sensum dialectica vel negatio negationis tui in loco res sensibilis materia. Absolutum 

Spiritus potentiae necesse est naturam sensibilium spatium temporis spatium 

corporis modum entis per monadus substantiae; quia omne productum ab his 

trancendantale omniscientia. Quod exceditur a scientia et experientia est absolutum 

quantum transfiguratur in momentus in imaginibus vel imaginari quidem esse rei. 

Unde et motus in disciplina dialectica transubstantiatio fit per experientiam scire 

ergo cogito cogitum negative phaenomena, quantum ad aliquid est in ipso inhabitat 

inaccessibilem (quantum). Quia usus est absoluta consideratio valet esse. Agitur de 

 
10 Either the converging bounds to rival each setting are an infinite amount to nothing. So the number of 
solving set the number of full continuum is continuous. Unless it flocked to the set before, naturally 
tending to the infinite bounds, and so arithmetic progression of the binomial, and the same is in set set(s) 
which is one of the divergent, but according to account it among those set to be empty; and the 
subsequent, but that by means of truth are found among the real, and the imaginary to the plane but not 
on the imaginary whatever by itself, and the bijective but I would not be thrown on a curtain, so that, 
thus, the infinite, but of resolution, the set and it is not nothing but nothing. The determination of the 
complex of all the resources of those that were numbered of them, and the assembly was. The simulation 
of the orders can be combined to be in accordance with the code of the infinite by nature at the same 
time as any period of time, and do not need the space of a logical, no, but there should not be any part of 
the out of nothing. And at the same time and in the same manner of the time when it is contained in each 
part of the continuum, it is only to be empty (the matter of) the empty space, and which knows of no 
(energy), and a vacuum is of one and the absence of the (chaos) out of the formal, empty space is not 
empty (about the contents in the matter). It is certain, continuation of many of the abstract, then, from 
God, from the very codex, such as the Demiurge 's gnosis of the truth that I have held. 
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criteriis ac, scientia et hypostatica (Christi est) quia ipsa experientia ratione dialectica 

quasi flumen Heracliti perfecta imago usum hominum dialectica comprehendantur . 

Non creditis esse quia scientia experimur scientia et arte sua usus est animi; sciens 

quia ignorabant experti notitia ducitis11. 

In totalis facta plenia determinate de re incipit ut forma determinatur dixit totum 

vitae omnium figura omnio imago factum into quantum advenit de dicto de re 

conjectat verunt intercipit omnia locum facta. Ut formae unt rerum definitur 
definitio12. A.I. ; I.A. THEOREMA : Q.U.A.N.T.U.M 

• Quiribus Unitum Aliquem Numerum Totalum Materia 

𝒂𝒌 ∈ 𝑹∞
𝟎

⟼ (𝒊𝒂
𝟎

∋ (𝒌{𝟎,𝟏} ⊕ ∣ {∥ √𝒌𝟎

∞𝟐

∥} ; {∥ √𝒌 ∥𝟏

∞𝟐

} ∣)) 

√𝒌{𝟎;𝟏}
∞𝟐

= 𝒂𝒌, ∀∣ ∃{𝒂}, ∃{𝒌} ∣ ⊗ ∅′ ∌ (𝟎𝟎 ∈ ∞𝒂𝒌
𝟎 ∃(𝟎𝟎 ∉ 𝟎) ∋ ∀ (((𝒌 ∨ 𝒂)∄ℕ ⊕ 𝟏))) 

 

« Per quorum adminiculis freti dicitur hoc atque quaedam disserere dogmatibus 
materiae possit fatum fatii13 … »      -Jérémie Rioux-Toth 

 
11 The simplicity of the experience is the determination of the matter in a calculable and predictable 
phenomena of the same number as the essence of the substance. Vital and all other things being the 
same as men in the world, and his awareness of his presence. The outside is determined (the 
phenomenon) with the certainty that it will make itself as immanent self-awareness and experience is 
determined by the terms of certainty. Lord also experience what you experience is sensitive in the spirit of 
the immediate change in the measurement unit overseas inflexible supremacy bring quality and quantity 
in order to pass the measure within the space and time. At the time experience transforms the way the 
phenomenon occurs in nature as far as their unit. Either naturally determined measure of how much such 
a wonderful experience made it an actual spirit. Extensive intensive rehearsal, through one of the objects. 
I now experience a sense of logic or denial of denial you place a sensible matter. It is necessary that the 
nature of the Absolute, the Spirit of the powers of the mode of existence of sensible objects by means of 
a monad, space of time space of a body of a substance; transcendental omniscience, that whatsoever 
thing from those of the product. That exceeded the absolute amount of knowledge and experience in the 
moment transformed into pictures and imagine the existence of things. Thus, the motion of the dialectic 
transubstantiation takes to learn by experience, then I think the negative phenomena and to some extent 
in a very inaccessible (so far). Because the practice is an absolute consideration has to be. It refers to the 
criteria, the knowledge of an individual and his (Christ's) actual experience for the use of logic as a river of 
Heraclitus perfect image of the dialectic of men. We believe that the knowledge, experience, knowledge 
and skill to use the mind; Knowing that he knew from experience information and lead. 
12 In total, he said, has been fully determined in the whole of the life of all the figures of all the matter is 
determined in the image begins to as its form factor into the place as much as made comes to it from all 
things, intercepted a hymn, they have based what they surmise about a thing. To tint forms defined in the 
definition. 
13 Through the help of which, relying on the teachings of the matter is said to be able to discuss with a 
kind of fate, and this fate. 


